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Grade 5 
Bismihi Ta`ala 

Jamiatul Ulama (KZN) — Ta’limi Board 

Final Examinations  - 2019 

Tasheelul Fiqh 
Instructions : 

1. Begin with Bismillah. 

2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink. 

3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY. 

Time: 1½ hour 

Name:             Name of Madrasah:               

 

50 

Question One 

Underline the correct answer in brackets 
1. Masah on the khuf should be done ( thrice,  twice,  once ) on each sock. 

2. To make niyyah for Tayammum is ( sunnah, fardh, mustahab ). 

3. If any ( fardh, sunnah, nafl ) act of salaah is left out , salaah will not be accepted and will have to be 

repeated. 

4. To use the miswaak is ( mustahab, makrooh, sunnah ) in wudhu. 

5. To turn the chest away from the Qibla while performing salaah is ( makrooh,  mufsidaat ). 

6. To recite Tashahhud in the two qaadahs is ( waajib,  sunnah,  makrooh ). 

7. It is waajib to recite Duaa-ul-qunoot in ( Asr, Maghrib, Witr ). 

8. Qiyaam is from the ( sunnah,  fardh,  waajib ) actions of salaah. 

9. Making masah of the head is ( sunnah,  fardh, nafl ) in wudhu. 

10. To gargle the mouth in ghusal is ( mustahab,  fardh,  sunnah ). 

[10] 

Question Two 

State whether the following are true or false. If false, state the correct answer 

1. If a waajib action of salaah is left out, the salaah can still be corrected.     

                   

2. Hadathul Akbar is the lesser impurity  which makes it necessary to perform wudhu.   

      ___________________________________________    

3. The method of making masah on the khuf is to wipe the under of the sock from the toe to the 

heel.                 

     ___________________________________________   ____  

4. It is Sunnah to recite Surah Faatihah in salaah.            

         _____________        

5. Tayammum will not break if a person goes to the toilet.        

           __________      

6. To speak in salaah will lessen the reward, but the salaah will be valid.      

             __________    

7. Jalsa is to sit between the 2 sajdahs.            

                   

8. Water that is muddy in appearance is clean and ok to use for wudhu.      

   _____________________________________________________  ____  

9. It is waajib to make salaah in proper order.            

                   

10. The reward for Salaah is increased 10 times for the person who uses Miswaak.   

                   
[10] 
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Question Three 
Fill in the blank spaces with the correct answers 

protects us  shining faces pleasure of Allah take care make masah 

1. Once Nabi  passed by two graves. He said that the person in one of the graves is 

being punished because he did not        of urine drops falling on 

his       while urinating. 

2. Nabi  said that the       is a means of cleansing the mouth and 

gaining the               . 

3. Ghusal is only complete if every part of our body is     . A clean body is loved 

by Allah and also          from germs and sickness. 

4. Nabi  said that certainly my ummah will be called on the day of Qiyaamah with 

extremely       and limbs because of making     . 

5. If pouring water over a wound, injury or sore is harmful then it will be       to 

         of the a<ected part when making wudhu or ghusal. 

  [10] 

Question Four 

Answer the following questions 

1. Where should the person performing salaah keep his gaze while in the following postures: 

Qiyaam:                  

Ruku:                  

Jalsa and Qa’dah:                

While making salaam:              [4] 

2. Explain the manner in which a Muslim should use the toilet. (Mention 5 points)   

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  [5] 

3. Mention 4 things a person cannot perform without wudhu.       

                  

                  

                                                         [4] 

4. When does ghusal become Fardh?           

                  

                  

                  [3] 

5. Mention 4 things that we can make Tayammum on.        

                  

                  

                  [4] 

    [20] 

body wet miswaak permissible wudhu 


